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Abstract—In data management, there is a situation where 
equivalent objects are managed in different management 
spaces. This often brings about a lack of data consistency, 
which can often decrease the efficiency of management work. 
We call it the data overlapping problem. We consider the 
attaching function by an equivalent relation in the 
Incrementally Modular Abstraction Hierarchy to be quite 
effective to solve the problem. In this paper, we propose a 
metadata centralized space, a data centralized space, and their 
interconversion maps using Formula Expression. We then 
apply them to parts ledger management, where part data 
oftentimes becomes unexpectedly overlapped in metadata 
schema-centered management. These help users to arrange 
dynamic worlds from a data-centric viewpoint and prevent 
data overlap. In other words, if you utilize these functions in 
data management, you can reconstruct data spaces from 
different viewpoints. 

Keywords-metadata schema; topological space; formula 
expression; attaching function. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In recent data management, situations where data and 
their dependencies change dynamically and constantly have 
been increasing in business environments. When data are 
managed after designing metadata schemas, data overlap 
occurs, which brings about a lack of data inconsistency. For 
example, when customer ledgers are designed and managed 
in different departments within a company, data on the same 
customer may not be recognized as the same in the system. 
As a result, the more the number of customer ledgers 
increases, the more complexity of the system increases. 

To avoid this, certain functions are needed: 1. As with 
data, metadata schemas should also work flexibly; and 2. A 
data model should support the mechanism which guarantees 
an equivalence relation. But, in data management using 
conventional data models [2][3][5], unlike data, metadata 
schemas are not generally dealt with. Instead, they have to 
be defined in advance in the system design, and an 
equivalent relation is not modeled. A more powerful 
mathematical and fundamental background and a finite 
automaton to implement it are needed to model dynamic 
worlds accurately. Then, we propose the Incrementally 
Modular Abstraction Hierarchy (IMAH) [1] as the most 
appropriate model. The IMAH consists of the following 
seven mathematical space levels: 

1. A homotopy level 

2. A set level 
3. A topology level, and a graph theoretical level as a 
special case 
4. An adjunction space level 
5. A cellular structured space level 
6. A representation model level 
7. A projection level 

In modeling cyberworlds in cyberspaces, we define general 
properties of cyberworlds at the higher level and add more 
specific properties step by step, while moving down IMAH. 
The properties defined at the homotopy level are invariants 
of continuous changes of functions. The properties that do 
not change by continuous modifications in time and space 
are expressed at this level. At the set theoretical level, the 
elements of a cyberspace are defined, and a collection of 
elements constitutes a set with logical calculations. When 
we define a function in a cyberspace, we need domains that 
guarantee continuity such that the neighbors are mapped to a 
nearby place. Therefore, a topology is introduced into a 
cyberspace through the concept of neighborhood. 
Cyberworlds are dynamic. Sometimes cyberspaces are 
attached together, an exclusive union of two cyberspaces 
where attached areas of two cyberspaces are equivalent. It 
may happen that an attached space is obtained. These 
attached spaces can be regarded as a set of equivalent spaces 
called a quotient space that is another invariant. At the 
cellular structured level, an inductive dimension is 
introduced into each cyberspace. At the presentation level, 
each space is represented in a form which may be imagined 
before designing cyberworlds. At the view level, the 
cyberworlds are projected onto view screens. 

In IMAH, elements as data are defined at the set level 
while information corresponding to a metadata schema is 
defined at the topological space level for the first time. 

Next, we propose Formula Expression [9][11] as a finite 
automaton, which is explained in Section II. Since it 
expresses symmetry and recursiveness of information with 
minimum restrictions, it can be considered that general 
versatility in modeling is higher than with any other data 
model. In this paper, we focus on a generalization of 
metadata schema operation to prevent data overlap. In 
Section III, we first design a metadata centralized space, a 
data centralized space with Formula Expression, and their 
interconversion maps using the quotient map and the 
attaching map [9]. Next, we implement them in Section IV. 
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We demonstrate them in a simple example of parts ledger 
management to show their effectiveness in Section V. We 
reference related work in Section VI, and we conclude in 
Section VII. 

II. THE DEFINITION OF FORMULA EXPRESSION 

Formula Expression is a finite automaton defined as 
follows: 

Formula Expression in the alphabet is the result of finite 
times application of the following (1)-(7). 

(1) a (∈Σ) is Formula Expression 
(2) unit element ε is Formula Expression 
(3) zero element φ is Formula Expression 
(4) when r and s are Formula Expression, addition of 

r+s is also Formula Expression 
(5) when r and s are Formula Expression, multiplication 

of r×s is also Formula Expression 
(6) when r is Formula Expression, (r) is also Formula 

Expression 
(7) when r is Formula Expression, {r}  is also Formula 

Expression 
Combination is stronger in (5) than in (4). If there is no 
confusion, ×, (), {} can be abbreviated. + means disjoint 
union and is expressed as Σ specifically and × is also 
expressed as Π.  

III.  THE DESIGN OF TOPOLOGICAL SPACES AND 

INTERCONVERSION MAPS 

A. The space design 

We design a formula for two topological spaces with a 
metadata schema by Formula Expression as follows: 

1. metadata centralized spaces: 
Σ metadata id×(Σ data id) 

where each metadata id is uniquely identified. 
2. data centralized spaces: 

Σ (Σ metadata id)×data id 
where each data id is uniquely identified. 

B. The design of interconversion maps 

Next, we design the two interconversion maps f and g 
between the above spaces using the quotient map and the 
attaching map [6]. 

f: Σ metadata schema id×(Σ data id) 
→ Σ (Σ metadata schema id)×data id  
g: Σ (Σ metadata schema id)×data id 
→ Σ metadata schema id×(Σ data id) 
f is onto mapping from a disjoint union of metadata 

centralized spaces to disjoint union of data centralized spaces 
attaching equivalent data identifiers, and g is also onto 
mapping from a disjoint union of data centralized spaces to 
disjoint union of metadata centralized spaces attaching 
equivalent metadata identifiers. These designs make the 
general operation of a metadata schema with data possible. 
The simple example of map f is shown below. 

f (metadata 1×(data 1+data 2+data 3)+metadata 
2×(data 1+data 3+data 4)+metadata 3×(data 1+data 
2+data 4)) 
=(metadata 1+metadata 3)×data 1+(metadata 1)×data 
2+(metadata 1+metadata 3)×data 3+(metadata 
2+metadata 3)×data 4 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

This system is a JAVA application using JDK6. Below is 
the coding for the interconversion map f. Pseudo-code is 
used for simplicity. The focus is the recursive process (line 
7) that is done if a coming numerical calculation is of the 
type ().  
 Function f (the argument p) 

1 term = null; factor = p; 
2 while (factor is not null){  
3  term = getTerm(factor); 
4 while (term is not null & term includes p){ 
5  factor = getFactor(term) 
6  if(factor is of the type ()){ 
7   factor = Function f (the contents);  
  } 
8  newFactor = newFactor×factor; 
  } 
9 newTerm = newTerm + term; 
10 newFormula = newFormula + newTerm; 

} 
11 return newFormula; 

V. A CASE STUDY: PARTS LEDGER MANAGEMENT 

A. Outline 

In this section, we take up an example of parts ledger 
management, which is done in most manufacturing 
companies. 

Parts ledgers management with consistency is generally 
considered to be difficult due to its complexity. The major 
reasons are: 1. Parts ledgers are managed in different places 
with different metadata schemas within a company; 2. Parts 
ledgers often change dynamically during mergers in 
companies or departmental integration within a company; 
and 3. Parts codes, which identify each part, are oftentimes 
different for the same part, because the codes are named 
differently by suppliers and there are also many 
inconsistencies in the way data is entered, since parts 
information is managed in different departments. For these 
reasons, important information for management, such as 
information about changes in the total price of a product due 
to changes in the unit price of a part cannot be outputted 
promptly by the management system. To avoid this, we 
arrange parts ledger data using the above design with 
Formula Expression. 

In this case study, we assume that company A and 
company B have merged, and that their parts ledgers data 
need to be managed in an integrated way. To do so, we first 
create a formula for metadata centralized spaces of parts 
ledgers, and then convert it to a formula for data centralized 
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spaces by the interconversion map f. Example data are 
shown in Figure 1, which is simplified as much as possible 
without losing generality. 

Figure 1. An example of metadata centralized spaces in parts ledger 
management 

B.  Input according to the space design 

We first create a formula for parts ledgers in company A 
and B according to the metadata centralized space (III.A) as 
follows: 

Formua1: 
company A×(branch 1×parts ledger 1×(a11+a12+a
13+a14)+branch 2×parts ledger 2×(a31+a22+a23+
a14)+branch 3×parts ledger 3×(a31+a12+a13+a3
4))+company B×(department 1×parts ledger 4×(b11
+b12+b13+b14)+department 2×parts ledger 5×(b2
1+b22+b23+b24))+company B×(branch 1×parts le
dger4×(b11+b12+b13+b14)+branch 2×parts ledger
 5×(b21+b22+b23+b24)) 

Here, identifiers of company A and B, branch 1~3, 
department 1~2 and parts ledger 1~5 express metadata id, 
and a11~a34 and b11~b24 express parts id. 

C. Data conversion by the interconversion maps 

Next, you convert Formula 1 to data centralized spaces 
thorough map f and also you attach the image recognizing  
equivalent relations of  a11 ~ b11, a12 ~ b12, a14 ~ b14 and 
a23 ~ b23 as seen in Figure 1. The result is the formula 
below:  

Formula 2: 
{company A×branch 1×parts ledger 1+company 
B×department 1×parts ledger 4}×{a11+b11} 

+{(company A×branch 1×parts ledger 1+company A
×branch 3×parts ledger 3)+company B×department 
1×parts ledger 4}×{a12+b12} 
+(company A×branch 1×parts ledger 1+company 
A×branch 3×parts ledger 3)×a13 
+{(company A×branch 1×parts ledger 1+company 
A×branch 2×parts ledger 2)+company 
B×department 1×parts ledger 4}×{a14+b14} 
+(company A×branch 2×parts ledger 2)×a22 
+{company A×branch 2×parts ledger 2+company 
B×department 2×parts ledger 5}×{a23+b23} 
+(company A×branch 2×parts ledger 2+company 
A×branch 3×parts ledger 3)×a31 
+(company A×branch 3×parts ledger 3)×a34 
+(company B×department 1×parts ledger 4)×b13 
+(company B×department 2×parts ledger 5)×b21 
+(company B×department 2×parts ledger 5)×b22 
+(company B×department 2×parts ledger 5)×b24 

In the outputted formula, you can know that there is no 
overlap of parts data, consequently, which ledgers a 
specified part belongs to accurately. See Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. An example of data centralized spaces after the interconversion 

map in parts ledger management 

D. Considerations 

As we see in this example, using the above design with 
Formula Expression, we can say that (1) in data input, you 
only have to create a formula of spaces, instead of a 
metadata schema design or data input programs in advance, 
(2) in data output, you can see metadata schemas from a 
specified part’s data, instead of developing output programs 
of metadata schemas, and (3) you only have to attach 
equivalent factors, instead of the design of unified notation. 
This means that the parts- centered spaces, which include no 
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overlap of parts data, are constructed from the parts ledgers 
spaces, which include some overlap. In other words, the 
parts ledger data are arranged from a parts-centric view. The 
novelty of this function in the system is that data spaces can 
be reconstructed generally from other points which differ 
from the initial metadata schema design. Consequently, data 
overlap can be prevented using the function. 

VI. RELATED WORK 

One of the distinctive features of our research is the 
attaching function by equivalent relations, which can 
eliminate data overlap and return it back to the previous 
state [9]. Such a function, based on the adjunction space 
level which extends the topological space level, has never 
before been seen in other research [1]. Another feature is the 
application of the concept of topological process, which 
deals with a subset as an element, and that the cellular space 
extends the topological space, as seen in Section 2. 
Relational OWL as a method of data and schema 
representation is useful when representing the schema and 
data of a database [2][5], but it is limited to representation 
of an object that has attributes. Our method can represent 
both objects: one that has attributes as a cellular space and 
one that does not have them as a set or a topological space. 
Many works applying other models to XML schema have 
been done. The motives of most of them are similar to ours. 
The approach in [8] aims at minimizing document 
revalidation in an XML schema evolution, based in part on 
the graph theory. The X-Entity model [9] is an extension of 
the Entity Relationship (ER) model and converts XML 
schema to a schema of the ER model. In the approach of [6], 
the conceptual and logical levels are represented using a 
standard UML class and the XML represents the physical 
level. XUML [10] is a conceptual model for XML schema, 
based on the UML2 standard. This application research 
concerning XML schema is needed because there are 
differences in the expression capability of the data model 
between XML and other models. On the other hand, objects 
and their relations in XML schema and the above models 
can be expressed consistently by CDS, which is based on 
the cellular model. That is because the tree structure, on 
which the XML model is based, and the graph structure 
[3][4][7], on which the UML and ER models are based, are 
special cases of a topological structure mathematically. 
Entity in the models can be expressed as the formula for a 
cellular space in CDS. Moreover, the relation between 
subsets cannot in general be expressed by XML. 

VII.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we designed the metadata schema 
centralized spaces, the data centralized spaces, and their 
interconversion maps. And we successfully applied them to 

parts ledger management, preventing data overlap. We 
conclude that the attaching function using Formula 
Expression is effective to model dynamic changing 
information worlds. 
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